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Breathe Life Into Your Fantasy Worlds!Heroes and heroines seek their fortunes in mysterious

forests. Towering castles are built into the sides of mountains. Dragons and fairies soar through the

sky and among the stars. And bestselling author Stephanie Pui-Mun Law is here to lead you,

step-by-step, through the process of creating the forests, mountains, skies, stars and vistas in which

these grand fantasy adventures occur.Follow along with tips, techniques and 20 step-by-step

demonstrations to create the dark shadows of an enchanted forest, the twisting branches of an

Elven home, the glowing light of a magic portal and more!From basic watercolor techniques to

beautiful finished pieces, learn how to pick the right paper and tools, how to paint many different

watercolor effects and how to put it all together to bring your fantasy settings to life.Get inspired by

Stephanie's signature style and beautiful images. Imagine the stories behind each piece, then

create your own!
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Stephanie Pui-Mun Law is a freelance artist whose work consists of fantasy, the otherworld and the

surreal. Although her preferred medium is watercolor, she also works in pencil, pen & ink, intaglio,

acrylic and digitally. She has published three previous titles with IMPACT Books. Visit her website at

Shadowscapes.com.

The book is beautifully presented, and very well written. I love Stephanie Law's art, and it is a

privilege to be able to see into her world this way, and have her wonderful process laid out for us in

a step-by-step way. I've always wanted to be able to use watercolors well, but have never been able



to escape the muddy stage. The minute I opened this book, I knew I was in good hands. Am doing

the exercises in order, and things are clearing up nicely. Law's presentation is helping me make the

big leap into pulling everything together, and getting things out there. And the fantasy art! So

beautiful, and who knew I would be able to draw dragons like this!!!

I adore Stephanie Law's work and she is such a great teacher too! This book is incredibly useful

and you learn so much about painting different textures and subjects.

By far, it is my most favorite book in the entire series, to date. Stephanie has truly outdone herself

with this book, weaving beautiful images with worlds crafted from pure imagination. I will

STRONGLY reccommend this book to all my friends and anybody who is looking for an all great

Fantasty/Surreal book for inspiration and techniques. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED, STEPHANIES

BEST WORK YET.

Good book for learning artists. Love it

An amazing book by an amazing artist! Simple explanations of complex techniques, great tips for

both a beginner and an advanced artist, an array of beautiful illustrations - and a look into a myriad

of worlds created by Stephanie Pui Mun Law.

Wonderful! Stephanie's newest installment in her series of watercolor books. Her introduction hit me

close to home, saying that doing even a little drawing and imagining every day has a huge impact

on the long-run. Small doodles and sketches are the first building blocks to making a complete

picture. That statement alone continued to encourage me to create. She gives very clear instruction

that's easy to fallow. shows a lot of technique in a few of her wonderful masterpieces! The printing

of the pages are so lush in color, I love reading this as well as her other books I've collected

in-between painting sessions of which I do everyday. This one focuses on building landscapes.

From painting rocks, trees, flowers, to painting entire scenes to help complete a masterpiece! It was

especially helpful to me, considering I've mostly focused on the characters/creatures of the picture.

But my biggest subject to work on is giving these guys a world to be seen with, so I feel it is

complete. Very essential to advancing in painting and drawing in general. I'd highly recommend this

book along with her previous releases! Even if you didn't intend to practice watercolors with this

book, If you're into visual fantasy and some famous lore, it's wonderful to read and stare at



considering she gives a little story with her pieces.

It's a good watercolor painting book I have had for long time.

very nice book - very good service
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